Please read through the Statistics 141 handout before filling out this form – its purpose is to help us better understand who is in this (new) class and why.

Name:

Year/Degree Program:

Department/Major (if applicable):

Credit/Audit:

Times available for section/lab:
M at 5.00
T at 3.00
Th at 5.00
W at 5.00
F at 3.00
Other:

Reason for taking this course: (if due to a requirement, specify which one)

Math courses taken: (in particular, calculus? how many quarters, how long ago?):

Stat courses taken: (this is an intro course, so none is o.k.! But do mention AP Stat if taken):

Chance (%) you will stay in the class: (again, tentative..):

Do you have any questions about the course?

THANK YOU!!